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Sammanfattning 
 
Denna rapport beskriver en konseptstudie på hur man på olika sätt kan rotera en två 
frihetsgraders radarantenn. Antennen har rörelsekrav på ±60 grader kring tilt samt elevation. 
Den ska placeras inuti en missil, vilket ger den utrymmesrestriktioner. För att optimera 
antennens kvalitet får antennens microvågor störas minimalt samtidigt som antennens diameter 
måste vara så stor som möjligt. 
 
Axiomatic Design har tillämpats som utvecklingsmetod för att komma fram till ett 
konstuktionskoncept. Denna konseptstudie har utförts för Saab Bofors Dynamics vid 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT under ledning av Håkan Skytt (Saab Bofors 
Dynamics) och Nam P. Suh (MIT) och Jan-Gunnar Persson (KTH). 
 
Efter att ha värderat olika lösningsförslag med hjälp av Axiomatic Design valdes ett koncept 
refererat som Fixed Sphere. Antennen slider m h a lågfriktionsytor inuti en sfär. Två länkar 
med linjära motorer i respektive länk vrider antennen. Noggrant utvalda leder begränsar antalet 
frihetsgrader hos antennen till de önskade frihetsgraderna. Sfären maximerar storleken hos 
antennen. Bara sfärens väggtjocklek, samt missilens yttervägg begränsar antennens diameter.  
 
Mikrovågorna, vars kvalitet är av yttersta vikt, försämras marginellt då samma typ av material 
väljs som används till radomen på missilen. Sfärens geometri gör att den tillkomna störningen 
är konstant, oavsett hur antennen vrider sig inom arbetsområdet ±60 grader. Detta är 
åstadkommet genom att väggtjockleken är konstant genom hela arbetsområdet. Det gör att 
mängden material 
 m a o väggtjockleken som radarn ser igenom är konstant oavsett vinkel.  
 
Överstyrdheten hos radarn antas elimineras då motorerna kan direktköras. Det finns inga 
kugghjul som kan skapa och sprida glapp. 
 
Rörlighetsförmågan hos antennen har restriktioner kring ±90 grader, men då detta ligger 
utanför arbetsområdet kan det bortses ifrån. 
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Abstract 
This thesis work describes a brand new concept of how to, from a mechanical perspective, 
stabilize/mount a radar antenna. The antenna must be able to rotate ±60 degrees around pitch 
and yaw without disturbing the radar characteristics. At the same time the antenna diameter 
must be as large as possible to enhance radar quality. 
 
Axiomatic Design was applied as the work method which helped developing a brand new 
concept of how to mount the antenna. This concept study was made for Saab Bofors Dynamics 
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the lab ”Park Centre for Complex Systems” under 
supervision of Prof. Nam P. Suh (MIT) and Jan-Gunnar Persson (KTH). 
 
The invention process using Axiomatic Design resulted in a brand new concept. A fixed 
sphere, in which the antenna can slide, eliminates the translational degrees of freedom. Two 
linkages actuate the antenna by means of linear motors. A careful selection of joints eliminates 
the last unwanted degree of freedom. Left are two rotational DOF, one around pitch and one 
around yaw. Only the thickness of the sphere and the missile inner diameter limit the size of the 
antenna diameter. 
 
The radar disturbance is remaining low, since the additional disturbance is very low and the 
same in every angle in the ±60 degree of freedom that the antenna has. That is achieved by 
letting the antenna slide inside a sphere where the walls are equally thick all around the 
required work space. The material of the sphere could preferably be the same as in the radome.  
  
Oversteering is minimized since direct drive is possible. No transmission is needed. 
 
The antenna has physical restrictions at 90 degrees. Since that is outside the work space it does 
not affect the rotation mechanism. 
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Stabilization of a target missile seeker 

1 Introduction 
This chapter will treat the background of the thesis work, Saab tech, The Park Center for 
Complex System, the thesis work description and a light introduction of Axiomatic 
Design. 

1.1 Background 

 
Figure 1, JAS39 Gripen 
 
This thesis work was done for Saab Bofors Dynamics at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, MIT in the Park Center for Complex Systems. Nam P. Suh, Dr Taesik Lee 
and his lab members introduced me to Axiomatic Design. 
 
 Saab is one of the world leading high-tech companies. Its major areas are defense, 
aviation and space.. With 13,600 employeesi, Saab’s operations cover all continents and 
Saab products and services are found in more than 50 countries around the world. Annual 
sales are EUR 2,3 billion. Research and development corresponds to about 20 percent of 
annual sales. One of their product ranges are missiles which this thesis will be about. 
 

1.2 Task 
To investigate different mechanical solutions of how to stabilize missile target seeker 
platforms which are in service today and to list advantages and disadvantages. 
 
Learn Axiomatic Design methology (AD) and introduce it to Saab Employees. 
 
Invent one or more cost efficient solutions for stabilize a missile target seeker platform 
with help of Axiomatic Design. 
 
Suggest improvements of the mechanical design in order to optimize the missiles seeking 
quality, from a mechanical perspective, lower the production cost, e.g. by exchanging 
components, reduce the number of components and/or use other production technologies. 
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Goal/target 
Come up with a concept on how to rotate an antenna positioned inside a missile ±60° 
around pitch and yaw with a maximum performance capability both in terms of motion 
but also in to remaining radar seeking accuracy by using Axiomatic Design, AD. 

1.3 Problems of today/guidelines 
Protecting a ship requires missiles with high intelligence. The missiles produced by Saab 
Tech are top of the art. This research study was made for future applications. 
 
Improvement and guiding lines given by Saab are listed below. 
 

1.3.1 Enhance angular rotation capabilities 
The wider you can rotate the antenna the better. It improves the capability and probability 
to find, estimate angle and movement and eliminate enemy targets.  

1.3.2 Maximize antenna diameter 
The bigger the antenna is, the greater the chances are to both see a target and to estimate 
the angle towards the target. See chapter 2.2 Missile components 
 

1.3.3 Reduce error propagation in motion transmission 
Providing for enhanced accuracy, resolution and precision makes gears transmissions not 
wishful to use. All gears have backlash which makes an error grow through out the 
system. 
 

1.4 Methods to approach the problem 
Axiomatic designii is a system design methodology developed by Professor Nam P. Suh, 
MIT using matrix methods to systematically analyze and transform the customer needs 
into functional requirements, design parameters, and process variables. It is an effective 
method to develop robust designs, particularly in complex system. NASA is one of many 
who use it. 

1.5 Delimitations 
To look at everything that involves the motion of the antenna would be too much for a 
thesis project. SBD want the task to be seen from a mechanical point of view. How can an 
antenna be rotated the required degrees with maximized diameter? Can it be actuated to 
such great angles without disturbing the radar charachterics?  
 
SBD have specifically pointed out that the control system and selections of sensors 
should not be included in the thesis project. 
 
Saab has chosen not to give any information of how the existing products look like today 
concerning secrecy but also to possibly a more freely thinking using Axiomatic Design. 
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2 Basic facts about missiles 
This chapter is divided in two parts. Firstly missiles are generally described at a very 
basic level to aid comprehension: The relevant part, how they find targets and how they 
navigate. Secondly existing solutions on the market today are presented and valuated 
from our requirement specification perspective which Axiomatic Design provides us with. 
   The information will give the reader the information needed to understand the task 
definition and its delimitations. 
 

2.1 Missile types-components and guidance 
There are different kinds of missiles on the market. They all have different fields of work. 
And different requirements of how big their field of view is, depending on the radar 
quality, size as well as their type of targets. 
 
Below are a few of Saab’s missiles. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. BAMSE - All-weather, all-target 
 air defense missile system  
  

 
 

Figure 2.IRIS-T I, a short range air-to-air 
missile for the future. 

Figure 4. RBS 70 -  
Man-portable/Vehicle-mounted 

Figure 5 RBS15 Mk3 SSM, The new 
generation  
Surface-to-Surface Missile system  
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2.2  Missile components 

 
Figure 6. Main parts in a missile 
 

2.2.1 Radar - The eye of the missile 
The radar is the eye of the missile. Without the antenna the missile would have no idea 
where possible targets could be located. There are different kinds of antennas e.g. TV, IR, 
laser and radar. In this case the antenna is a radar type with the shape of a flat circular 
disc. 
 
The radar tracks the target by sweeping movements. With help of the Doppler effect it 
measures the distance and velocity to a target with very high accuracy. The angle towards 
the target is more difficult to get accurate. To improve the accuracy you need to either 
increase the radar diameter or increase the frequency. The optimal is to increase the 
diameter, since the frequency has to be variable in order to avoid disturbance. That is 
what this thesis is about. 
 
Appendix A describes generally how the radar works. 
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2.2.2 Missile guidance  
There are different types of guidance system, semi-active and active-radar guidance. We 
are working with an Active radar guidance since it does not receive any information from 
the airplane/ship from which it was launched, instead it does all its guidance by it self.  
 
 The main purpose of the antenna, in this case a radar kind, is to find targets, keep track of 
them and, when needed, eliminate them. 

               Picture 7. Principle of radar signals. 
 
The antenna has, roughly described, one goal and that is to sense targets and keep keep 
them under supervision. Sensors positionend on the antenna together with a computer 
calculates the movement of the object and sends signals to the actuators to keep the 
antenna pointing towards the target. See following chapter 2.2.3 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Principle of a gimbal design 
 
 

2.2.3 Inertial Navigation systems, INS 
The missile tracks targets without any communication from other sources than GPS and 
its own navigation system which roughly described consists of a computer, control 
system and an IMU, (Inertial Measurement Unit ). 
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On the market today there are, roughly speaking,  two different systems to calculate how 
to rotate the antenna to be able to track the target, Gimbaled systems and Strap down 
systems. The real difference between strap down systems and gimbaled systems depends 
on the sensors and how the control system is built. This means that there are no actual 
mechanical differences except maybe the packing design solution to fit the different 
sensors that are being used. 

2.2.4 Gimbaled system 
In this case the actual torques acting on the antenna are being measured. This is done by 
placing gyros on the antenna platform. The gyros therefore follow the movements of the 
antenna i.e. the same torques act on the gyros as on the antenna. The gyros measure the 
true value. 
 
Angular sensors keep track of the positioning of the antenna relative to the missile. 

2.2.5 Strap down system 
Here the motion relative the missiles inertial coordination system is measured.  
Strap down systems do not have any gyros located on the antenna platform. Instead Strap 
down system use the information from the missiles navigation system, i.e. the 6D system 
and combines is with information given from the angular sensors.  
 

 
Figure 8 A decoder, measures angular position. 
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Figure 9 A IMU showing measuring all 6DOF with help of three gyros and three accelerometers. A 
strapdown system while it is positioned on the vehicle whose movement it measures. 

2.2.6 Inertial Measurement Unit, IMU 
A missile has six DOF, linear in 3 DOF, rotational in 3 DOF.  
The missile guides itself with sensors that fulfill 6 DOF requirements. Three linear 
accelerometers and three gyros are rigidly attached to the missiles. Therefore these 
sensors feel the forces and torques acting on the system with respect to space. In addition 
to that GPS are often used. 
The above described sensor system is referred to as Inertial Measurement Unit, IMU. I.e. 
the missile itself keeps track of its own position and motion.  
 
The three translational degrees of freedom are being measured with accelerometers. See 
principle sketch below. 

 
Figure 10. Accelerator, a sensor measuring linear acceleration. 
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Figure 11. Example of accelerator 
 
The three rotational DOF are being measured by gyros. Ring Laser Gyros (RLG) and 
Fiber optic gyros are the types with highest accuracy. Saab produces FOGiii with high 
accuracy. 

2.2.7 MEMS – Gyros on the antenna? 
Through micro fabrication technology mechanical elements, sensors, actuators and 
electronics are integrated on a silicon substrate. That is called Micro-Electro-Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS). An entire system can be added to one chip. The electronics are being 

fabricated using integrated circuit 
(IC) and the micromechanical 
components are being fabricated 
using micromachining i.e. that parts 
of the silicon wafer are selectively 
being etched away to form the 
mechanical or electromechanical 
devices. 
 

 
 
MEMS gyros are very tiny, 

therefore their name. There are MEMS smaller than 10x10x10 mm. MEMS devices have 
relatively low cost and dimensions. They have two obvious disadvantages: 
 

1. MEMS gyros are not good to apply in a vibrating environment since they uses 
vibration to measure angular velocity.  

2. MEMS gyros are not as accurate as the gyros being used today: Ring laser gyros 
(RLG) and Fiber optic gyros.  

 

Figure 12. Showing a small MEMS silicon component. se 
scale to the bottom right. 
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After discussion with a Saab employee from Linkoping, the 
vibration was considered probably not to be a problem. 
    MEMS are also not as accurate as RLG or FOG  but the 
antenna does not have to be pointed with extreme 
accuracy4.The gyros guiding the missile in space have high 
demands on accuracy. The antenna does not have the same 
demands. The gyro drifting requirements concerning a 
flying vehicles is <1°/ hour, but the antenna both does not 
have to point as accurate and there is also a feedback 
system, the decoders, which also send information to the 
control system. What also influences is how long flight time 
the vehicle has5. In our case, the air time is at maximum a couple of minutes. 
 

2.3 Existing solutions 
It is very difficult to find any information about how missiles look inside the frame. The 
civil area has been investigated to find applications which use 2DOF antennas.  
 
There are two main designs to rotate an antenna with two degrees of freedom on the 
market today, Gimbal systems and Stewart platforms. The gimbaled system uses rotary 
actuators and a Gimbal mounting to rotate the antenna, in comparison to the Stewart 
platform which uses linear actuators, which from underneath control the position at 
different points of the antenna                             in order to make it rotate in a desired 
way.                                                                                                                                                                

2.3.1 Stewart platform 
 

 
Figure 14. A stevart platform. Linear actuators actuates the antenna. 
 
Six linear motors work to create a 2DOF motioniv. The angles they achieve are limited 
because of their geometry. Read more about them in Chapter 5. 

2.3.2 Gimbaled system. 

                                                 
4 Required pointing accuracy specified in Appendix X 
5 E.g. aero planes who only navigated on their gyros used to navigate a couple of hundred meters off course 
when they flew over the Atlantic. 

Figure 13. A MEMS gyro. 
10x10x10mm. 
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Two rotary motors are positioned in two, to each 
other perpendicular gimbals. Their rotary motors 
are positioned outside the antenna. Having the 
actuators outside the antenna decreases the 
diameter of the antenna with the thickness of the 
actuator. In the next chapter you will learn how to 
analyze that this design is not suitable for the thesis 
project application. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15. A gimbaled system. 
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3 Work Method - Axiomatic Design 
This chapter describes briefly what Axiomatic Design is and its advantages. To get a 
deeper knowledge, read Prof. Nam P. Suh’s book “Axiomatic Design, Advantages and 
applications”[ii]. The information below is mostly taken from Prof. Suh’s presentations 
and the book referred to above. 

3.1 Introduction to Axiomatic Designv(AD) 

3.1.1 Advantages 
Many other methods cannot be used until the stage when different designs are to be 
compared. AD on the other hand has the advantage of being an active working tool during 
the entire developing/brainstorming process as well as during the valuation process. 
 
AD can be used in different applications, product development, manufacturing systems, 
software developing or even in the everyday life. 
 

3.1.2 Background 
AD focuses on the functions that are required e.g. for a product, not on the components 
itself. That is why AD is an effective tool in developing brand new designs. It helps 
keeping the requirements sorted together, so that functions that have to be fulfilled will 
not be forgotten during the design process. The method is therefore advantageous in 
effectively solving design tasks as well as to minimize the risk of error caused by 
conflicting requirements. AD sorts all that up during the design procedure.  

 
Figure 16. An overview the different domains in AD. 
 
There are different domains which you map between. First the Costumer needs are 
analyzed. Then they are mapped into the functional domain where the required functions 
are distinguished. The mapping from the costumer domain to the functional domain does 
not mean an exact translation; they could be shown far down in the decomposition. 
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 FRs are always nouns, since they describe a function. Mapping into the physical domain 
gives us the solution to the requirements, normally geometrical data or an equation. 
Mapping back with those DPs into the functional domain divide them into more detailed 
requirements, as illustrated in figure number 17.  The procedure is repeated until a 
suitable level is found where we know how to build our design. A matrix verifies how the 
chosen DPs affect the Functional Requirements.  The “X” marks which DPs that are 
effecting which FRs. 

 
Figure 17. Mapping between the the functional and the design domain. 
 

3.2 Coupled, decoupled and uncoupled, what’s the difference? 
 
By multiplying the AD-matrix with the DPs, The DPs that affect the different FRs can be 
distinguished. 
  

 
Figure 18. Showing a coupled and a decoupled design. A coupled one you can´t fulfill all the 
functional requirements but in the decoupled one you can. 
 
Uncoupled design: every FR depends only on its relevant DP. This is the optimal design, 
since all the DPs can be modified without having to analyze the whole system for 
problems. 
 
Coupled design: some FRs depend on more than one DPs, meaning the relationship 
creates a closed dependency-loop.  
 
Decoupled design: some FRs depends on more than one DPs, but the relationship does 
not create a loop. By making a matrix showed in figure 18, you can quickly see which 
DPs that must be taken under consideration before wearying the DPs. 
 

3.2.1 Example of a coupled and a uncoupled design 
Designs which do not satisfy the Independence Axiom are called coupled. An illustrating 
example is the old type of water faucet. Its two FRs are "control the temperature" and 
"control the flow rate." The two matching DPs are the hot- and cold-water handles. The 
reason why it is coupled is because it is impossible to adjust one DP without having to 
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affect the other DP to maintain the FRs. Assume you want to increase the flow rate at 
constant temperature, then both handles have to be adjusted. Assume you instead want to 
adjust the water temperature but are happy with the flow.  Then again you have to adjust 
both of the handles to remain the same flow and this should be done in a controlled way. 
In other words, a control system would be needed. 

 
Figure 19. Coupled design 
 

A water faucet that is uncoupled is the more modern one. The DPs are then “move 
sideways” and “move vertically”. Using this design you can both change the temperature 
and the flow without affecting the other FR. 

 
 
Figure 20. Uncoupled design 
 

 
Figure 21. Design matrix showing coupled and uncoupled designs. 
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FRs - not necessarily physical components 
A beverage can that contains a carbonated drink is an illustrating example of that the DPs 
do not have to be separate physical parts. The amounts of FRs for the can are 12, which 
are more than the number of physical components. Most of the DPs are associated with 
the geometry of the can: The thickness of the can body, the curvatures at the bottom of 
the can, the corrugated geometry of the opening tab to increase the stiffness, etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3 The information content 
 
By shifting the DP, the graph describing system range can shift. I.e., the design range, the 
range specifying between which “values” the DP will fulfill the system parameters. 

Figure 22.A beverage can have more 
FRs than physical parts.

Figure 23. The information content 
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4 Decomposition of Antenna rotation mechanism 
This chapter decomposes the Functional Requirement and Design Parameters all the way 
to the level where a design has been distinguished. This chapter shows the decomposition 
and a few designs which AD effectively eliminated since they turned out to be Coupled 
Design, i.e., not fulfilling the requirements. 
 

4.1 Mapping Customer domain – Functional domain 
Mapping between the customer domain and the functional domain means to analyze the 
customer needs and transform them into FRs. 

4.1.1 Costumer domain (Given data) 
Establishing a connection between the Costumer Domain and the FRs is a rather difficult 
task since the employer SAAB has not specified sufficient demands. To go from the 
customer domain to the functional domain was a bit tricky with so little information. The 
background research showed some additional requirements which are also listed below. 

 
Figure 24. Rotation around centre of geometry miximizes antenna diameter. 
 
 
The required performance data:  
 
Minimal angular velocity: Appendix X 
Minimal rotation of antenna: ±60deg around pitch and yaw axes. 
Minimal acceleration of antenna: Appendix X 
As big antenna diameter as possible: Appendix X 
Be able to move the antenna when the missile is cruising. (Except during departure). 
 
The mapping led to following FRs. 
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4.2 Mapping Functional domain – Physical domain 

4.2.1 Level 0: “Position antenna in space.” 

 
The highest level defines the main Functional Requirements with corresponding Design 
Parameters for the moving mechanism shown in picture number 25.  
 
The most important factors during the tracking of a target are the antenna’s capability to 
measure its angle to the targets. Radar can measure distances very accurately but the 
angle poses more problems. The best way to improve the measurement of the angle is to 
increase the diameter of the antenna. The missile frame sets the limit of available space in 
which the antenna must fit. 
 
Another way for the antenna to measuring its angle to a target is big sweeping 
movements. Increasing the size of the antenna would allow for smaller sweeping 
movements while maintaining the same accuracy of angle measurement. However, the 
given space is limited by the inner shell of the missile. The optimal use of this space is the 
main objective of the design process. 
 
There is dependence between FR1 and DP2 since a change of the antenna’s diameter 
entails a readjustment of the magnitude of the sweeping movements if the desired angle 
measurement accuracy is fixed. 
 
FR1-DP1 decomposition: “Mount the radar” DP Caged mounting 
Mounting is a critical requirement. The antenna must be mounted in a way that it provides 
a way for the antenna to be rotated ±60 deg around Pitch and Yaw and at the same time 
have an optimized ability to seek the target. Hence a spherical surface mounts the antenna 
and the radar characteristics have to be considered. 

 
Figure 26. FR DP matrix. Mount the radar decomposition. 
 
 

Figure 25. Top level FRs 
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FR1.1 Provide a guide for radar to move. –DP1.1Spherical surface mounting.  
The spherical surface eliminates three unwanted DOF, the translational. Now the antenna 
can rotate inside a sphere. 

 
Figure 27. FR DP decomposition 
 
FR1.1.1 Provide for smooth sliding motion at interface DP Geometry of mounting 
The diameter of the antenna is slightly smaller than the inner diameter of the sphere.  
 
FR1.1.2 Allow the surface to smoothly slide over one another. DP, Low friction surface 
To make the antenna slide smoothly both the antenna outer surface and the inner diameter 
of the sphere has a low friction surface, Teflon (PTFE). By using a spherical design of the 
mounting surface, the antenna can slide inside it. The force caused by friction is as low as 
possible to minimize additional work for the motors. 

 
Figure 28.FR-DP Matrix. The X’s shows whish DP´s that affects which FR´s. 
 

 
Figure 29. Decomposition of FR1 
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FR1.1.2.1 Maintain surface smoothness during the active time. DP1.1.2.1 Wear 
resistance material.  
The surface has to maintain its friction coefficient during the operational time.  
 
FR1.1.2.2 Maintain surface smoothness during temperature changes DP1.1.2.2 
Temperature maintenance material characteristics. 
The material must be able to resist temperature changes between -40 and +90 deg C. 
 
FR1.1.2.3 Maintain constant friction during start as well as stops. DP1.1.2.3. Static 
friction approx. = Dynamic friction. With most materials the static friction coefficient is 
greater than the dynamical one. That results in high torque peaks required for the motors, 
but by choosing Teflon to reduce friction that FR is fulfilled.  

dynamicstatic μμ ≈  
 

 
Figure 30. FR-DP composition. 
 
 
FR1.2 Improve ability to seek target DP1.2 Radar characteristics. 

 
Figure 31. FD DP composition 
 
FR1.2.1 Maximize ability to locate target at a given orientation. DP1.2.1 Radar 
configuration 
The geometrical configuration of the antenna is of high value to be able to measure the 
position of a target. The bigger the antenna is, the more sensors fit on the antenna and 
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they have a greater angle difference to the target, which increases the antennas ability to 
measure the angle to the target. 
 
FR1.2.2 Reduce interference with microwave sensor signals DP1.2.2 Suitable geometry 
and material for caged sphere. 
The sphere must not interfere/affect the microwaves, in order to achieve high quality 
measurement results. Therefore must the geometry and material fulfill certain 
requirements. See below how this DP decomposes into two new FRs. 
 
FR1.2.1.1 Increase field of view. DP 1.2.1.1. Antenna diameter. 
The size of the antenna affects how many sensors you can put on in. 
 
FR1.2.1.2 Radar signal quality DP1.2.1.2 Configuration of sensors on antenna. 
The greater the antenna’s diameter is the greater the field of view is. Hence more sensors 
can be attached on a greater area which leads to that the angle to the target can be 
measured more accurately. 
 
FR1.2.2.1 Allow microwaves to pass with minimum absorption DP1.2.2.1 Suitable 
geometry and material for caged sphere. 
To put material in the radar sight, will disturb the microwaves the radar sends 
out/receives. Material with low extinction coefficient decreases that error. Materials, such 
as metals, are examples of bad choices. Plastics on the other hand have much better 
characteristics.  
 
FR1.2.2.2 Maintain spherical geometry during missile acceleration. DP1.2.2.2 E-
module 
The sphere must not deform too much, since the surface has to be even for the antenna to 
slide firmly. 
 
FR1.2.2.3 Allow microwaves to pass with even absorption. DP1.2.2.3 Uniform 
thickness of sphere.  
If the thickness would wary it would be a coupled control problem to both figure out 
where the target is and how to keep track of variation of data received depending on the 
antenna’s angle. That would turn into a very complex system with decreased accuracy. 
The coupling is eliminated by making the sphere’s thickness uniform over the entire field 
of view. The thickness will be greater on the edges of the antenna, (see picture no 30), 
since the shape is spherical, but the thickness will remain constant, no matter the angle of 
the antenna.  
 

 
Figure 32. FR DP decompostion of how to "improve ability to seek target" 
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Figure 33. Examples of FRs and DPs that are connected 
 
FR2 Sense motion of the Radar (antenna) DP2 Radar (antenna) motion sensors 
The motion of the radar will be measured in two different ways to keep track of its 
motions. Antenna compared to space and antenna compared to the missile roll axis, will 
be measured. 
 
 
FR2.1 Determine position of antenna w.r.t missile DP position sensors 
 
FR2.1.1 Optimize performance of optical encoder.  DP2.1.1. Positioned as close as 
possible to point of measurement.  
 
FR2.1.2 Measure with 0.1 deg precision DP Optical encoders. 
 

By placing optical encoders on the outgoing motor axis, the 
motion of the antenna will accurately be measured with the 
missile roll axis as a reference. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 34 10x10x10 MEMS Gyro 
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FR2.2 Determine angular velocity of antenna w.r.t missile DP2.2 Rate gyros. 
 
FR2.2.1 Optimize measurement performance.  DP2.1.1. Positioned as close as possible 
axis of rotation i.e. center of underside of radar 
By most accurate way to measure how the antenna is moving is to position the sensors on 
the antenna itself. 
FR2.2.2 Measure with 0.1 deg/hour precision DP2.2.2  MEMS gyros. 
Gyros are accurate enough. 
FR2.3 Determine angular acceleration of antenna wrt missile DP2.3 Gyro signal 
 
 

 
Figure 35. FR DP decomposition "Sense motion of the radar" 
 

 
Figure 36. Pointing out Design Parameters 
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4.2.2 FR3 Control motion of the radar DP Control system 

 
Figure 37. Decomposition of FR3 
 
The control system design is not within the scope of this thesis project. Saab has 
specifically said that the control system is fixed. But to be sure not to eliminate their FRs 
the control system is also within the decomposition. 
 

 
Figure 38. Detailed decomposition of FR3 

 
Figure 39. Principal sketch of a control system 
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Figure 40. Matrix showing relations 
 

4.3 FR4. “Rotate the radar” DP4 “Motion system” 
 

 
Figure 41. Upper level decomposition of FR4 
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Figure 42. Upper level matrix showing relations at a higher level. 
 
Rotation of the radar has three main requirements. First of all a to transform torque, after 
that to apply that torque into antenna rotation and last but not least to rotate the antenna 
with a constrained motion, in our case only 2 rotational DOF. 
It will show on lower levels in the matrix why DP4.3 is decoupled with FR4.2. 
 

 
Figure 43. Decomposition of FR4 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 44. FR DR decomposition showing the decomposition of FR4.2. "Transform motor power to 
antenna rotation" 
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Figure 45. FR DP matrix of transform motor power to antenna roation" 
 
The sub matrix has been uncoupled by positioning the joints to achieve the desired value 
of the gearing, instead of the first idea to set the angle of the link as DP4.2.2. That would 
have turned into a coupled solution, because if the length would have to change, the 
gearing would uncontrolled be changed as well.  
 

 
Figure 46. FR DP decomposition of FR4.3 "Constrain motion" 
 
By doing this decomposition, it was easier to make productive brainstorming. The sub-
matrix shown in figure. no 46 verifies what it is that is required and that is to eliminate 
unwanted degrees of freedom. Two rotational, one around pitch and one around yaw is 
the only one allowed.  
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Figure 47.  DPs such as geometrical properties are shown. 
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Figure 48. An overview of the magnitude of the matrix 
 
 
 

 
Figure 49. FR DP Matrix with comments of why some DPs are connected to several FRs. 
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Figure 50. The conceptual design 

 
Figure 51. The chosen design within limited area. (Missile frame) 
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The antenna must be able to be rotated with a maximum diameter. The center of rotation 
must therefore be fixed. The DP for that problem is to position the antenna inside a 
sphere. 
The sphere can have a maximum hole diameter of 75.5mm in the bottom, where the 
antenna never rotates. 
 

 
 

mmtGap missile 5.7530)30tan(*100*2)30tan(*2 =−°=−°=
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5 Compare solutions - From an AD perspective 
This chapter compares the different solutions which were invented during the 
decomposition in the previous chapter plus the previously mentioned gimbaled and 
Stewart platforms. Their designs are briefly described why they are not genuinely suiting 
designs. They are, in AD terms, Coupled Designs.  
 
It would be unnecessary to present the whole AD-matrix for the reader. Instead the major 
disadvantages (in an AD language couplings) has been prioritized in this report. The FRs 
in previous chapter’s AD-matrix, the solution one, has been presented. 

5.1 Different solution using the roll axis 
When the angle between the target and the antenna goes towards zero, (i.e. the antenna is 
pointing almost straight towards the target), the roll axis actuator will have a 
great difficulty trying to optimizing its angle towards the target. A 
mathematic analyze showed that using the roll axis causes greater motion 
requirements of the pitch motor since it rotates with a cylindrical coordinate frame, it 
must in worst case rotate the antenna 180 degrees, when pitch/yaw concept (a linear 
coordinate system) the pitch motor only has to rotate the antenna 0.5 Degrees to follow 
the same movement of the target.   
 
Conclusions: Using Roll+ Pitch requires the pitch motor to move 1800 times faster with 
configuration pitch/roll than the configuration pitch/yaw. Even if the resolution 
requirements are not correctly assumed, the magnitude of the difference are immense and 
not neglectable. Using the roll axis puts very high motion and power requirements; An 
example of a coupled system. 
 

5.1.1 Gears with no backlash plus roll motor 
Backlash free gears were something that could help reducing the gaps, but they are not 
preferable because of the high tension they case and the friction. Later I red online that 
that is the old way of rotating antennas. 
 
In the picture you can see the antenna at the top. On the backside of the antenna there is 
half a gear welded on to the antenna where the pitch motor apply torque. The motor is 
positioned on a plate which the other motor, the roll motor applies torque. The antenna is 
attached with a bearing to the missile frame, (not shown in picture 53 below).   
 
AD-analysis shows again the coupling with applying rotation around the roll axis. The 
bearing destroys the field of view: The FR 1.2.2.2 Allow microwaves to pass with even 
absorption is not fulfilled.  

1800
1.0

180
==n
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Figure 52. Concept Gears with no backlash plus roll motor. 
 

5.1.2 One Linear motor plus roll motor 
Below is the mechanism shown. The antenna has the same type of bearing as the previous 
design. This on has exchanged one of the motors, the pitch motor to a linear one. The 
same FR 1.2.2.2 Allow microwaves to pass with even absorption is not fulfilled is 
affected.  
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Figure 53. One design during the innovation process 
 

 
Figure 54. A matrix that is clearly coupled. 
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5.2 Three linear motors 
The concept of having three linear motors was maximizing the possible size of the 
antenna. During this time the radar was thought to be around 3mm thick. 
 
The gruebler equation showed that the concept would not work. It had the wrong number 
of Degrees Of Freedom 

5.3 Six linear motors 
The next step after the three leg version was to make a six leg version. It had the right 
DOF but it was coupled since motors work against each other. This is actually the Stewart 
platform. That design is coupled since the motors work against each other, and a lot of 
energy is spoiled trying to position the geometrical centre of the antenna in the centre of 
rotation. It requires a rather complex control system. 
 

 
Figure 55. A Stewart platform 
 
 

5.4 Gimbal design 
The gimbal does as mentioned in previous chapter, decrease the antenna diameter with its 
own gimbals. See matrix below of an example of a coupled system. 
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Figure 56. FR DP Matrix with comments of why this is a coupled design. 
 
 

5.5 Ball mouse principle 
 
The mechanical ball mouse’s that are used to control our computer work are similar to 
this idea, except the other way around. This idea was something that Prof. Suh at MIT 
came up with during one of my presentations.  

 
Figure 57. A simplified picture of the design 
 
Two rotary motors are working perpendicular to each other. On the outgoing axes there 
are a tiny balls attached which rotate with the axes. The balls pressure on a sphere and 
make it rotate. The contact surfaces (support surfaces) between the sphere and the missile 
frame have low friction material coating which minimizes power losses. 
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Inside that sphere, which is hollow, the antenna follows the sphere’s movements. 
 
It does not fulfill the FRs since it can not rotate the desired angles. (The outgoing cables 
will hit the missile inner frame. See picture nr 58 below)  

 
Figure 58. A conceptual picture showing that the cable with hit the wall. One reason why this design 
will now work. 
 
The alternative of increasing the hole were the cables go out, would instead make the 
motors try to apply torque in air. Se picture below, where blue symbolizes the torque 
applying surfaces. (Red shows the gliding surfaces) 
 

 
Figure 59. Red (nr2) shows gliding surface. Blue (nr1) is the area where the outgoing cable would 
come out. Since these overlap a collision would accure at certain angles. 
  
 
 Conclusion: An interesting brand new idea which doesn’t work in this specific 
application. 
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5.6 Parallelograms with rotary motor 
 

 

 
Figure 60. Concept ¨Two parallelograms¨ 

 
Two rotary motors are rigidly attached to the missile frame symbolized in the picture 
above as two square thin boxes. The antenna is not attached to anything else but four 
spherical joints, which are connected to two link mechanisms attached to the two motors. 
This is in fact a system of two four-bar mechanism, in perpendicular planes. 
 
The motors are perpendicularly located towards each other. A simulation showed that the 
design works as predicted when one of the link mechanisms is positioned horizontally.  
 
When the angle is ≠90, the center of rotation will not be around the same axis as the other 
link mechanism. It results in that it locks itself. This design is coupled since Rotate 
around Pitch can not be achieved the same time as FR rotate around yaw. 
 

 
Figure 61 
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Figure 62. Shown from the side. 
    
 
 

                    
Figure 63. Shown from below 
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6 Solution – Fixed sphere 
In this chapter the chosen design is presented. An AD description, its functions, different 
parts as well as suggestions regarding manufacturing, material, and a kinematical 
analysis.  

 

 
Figure 64. The choosen design shown inside a missile frame 

 

6.1 Introduction 
The antenna is positioned inside a sphere. The connection surfaces between the antenna 
and the sphere have a very low friction coefficient, meaning the antenna can slide very 
easily. A corrugated antenna surface prevents particle accumulation.  
 
The sphere is mounted to the missile inner frame. The thickness of the sphere is 
invariable through the antenna’s field of view. The lower part of the sphere is designed 
more robust, since it is fasten with screws on to the missile body.  
 
Two linear actuators positioned on two linear linkages actuate the antenna to achieve the 
desired motions. A carefully chosen type of joints limits the degree of freedom to the 
right amount; two rotational around pitch and yaw respectively. 
 
Below are the different components and the connection to AD is described. 
As seen in the previous chapter, this is a decoupled design.  
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6.2 Components 

6.2.1 Missile frame 
The missile frame sets the volume in which the design must fit and be able to rotate 
within. By placing the center of rotation in the center of the antennas geometry, the FR 
Increase field of view is fulfilled. That is exactly what is done by introducing the sphere. 
The sphere constrains the motion into rotation only around its centre of geometry. 
 

 
Figure 65. The centre of rotation highly affects the maximum diameter of the antenna. 
 

 
Figure 66. A drawing showing the geometry and the DPs. 
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6.2.2 Actuators 
The actuators must be dimensioned for the force they have to deliver to provide the 
required torque of the antenna, as well as for the motion requirements. [Appendix X]. The 
required forces of the two actuators depend on the motion of the antenna, the motion of 
the missile and the mass which has to be moved. 
 
Since the study is more of the innovation kind, nor is a specific motor chosen. In 
appendix B is a data form, showing the advantages of using a piezo electric motor. Piezo 
motor ABvi is a company located in Uppsala. Their motors are very small and make tiny 
steps. They are capable of achieving strokes up to 100 mm with a step length of 3µm. It is 
a bit slow for our application, but this company should be kept in mind.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 67. Product specification of the piezo electrical motor 

6.2.3 Sphere 

6.2.3.1 Structure 
Visibility and restraining one degree of freedom is as mentioned as one of  the main 
functional requirements. The FRs are fulfilled with the DPs shown in figure 68.  
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Figure 68. DPs that sets the geometry of the sphere 
 
Thickness of the sphere i.e. as thin as it can be but still fulfilling FR1.1.4.2“Provide 
suitable stiffness.” 
Uniform thickness of the sphere. The field of view must not be disturbed by uneven 
thickness of the sphere. Therefore must the thickness be the same, no matter how the 
sphere is rotated.  
 

 
Figure 69. Not grey field symbolizes the field of view.  
The thickness of the sphere is the same at the field of view. 
 
In the figure number 69, the not grey area represents where the antennas field of view. 
The FR1.2.2.2 ‘Allow microwaves to pass with even absorption’ in fulfilled with the DP 
‘Uniform thickness of sphere’ since in every angle which this requirement is set, the 
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thickness of the sphere is uniform. The lower part of the sphere fulfills other FRs such as 
FR1.1.4.1 Provide suitable stiffness.  
 

6.2.3.2 Material and their manufacturability 
Material – Same as/similar to that of the Missile radome, because it has a low extinction 
factor (DP1.2.2.1), and its module of elasticity is high enough (DP1.2.2.2).  
Below are some alternative materials suggested considered their manufacturability 
because the sphere must be cut in order to get the antenna inside the sphere. Therefore it 
is of interest to study how to glue/weld the two parts of the sphere together. 
 
 

 
Figure 70. General figure of how different fibres affect the stress and strain 
 

 
Figure 71. Difference between PE and thermoplastics 

6.2.3.2.1 Polyester reinforced with glass fiber 
For gluing the two parts together, a suitable glue has to be found. The material is not 
preferable since it is not recyclable.  

6.2.3.2.2 Thermoplastic reinforced with glass fiber 
Thermoplastic is a softer material than polyester. Lately there have been new 
thermoplastic developed with higher modulus of elasticity E-module. Thermoplastic have 
two advantages over polyester. They are environmentally better (recyclable) and they can 
be ultrasonic welded. Tongue and groove joint reduces “flash”. 
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Figure 73. Principle of ultrasonic welding. 
 

6.2.3.3 Cut eliminates manufacturing 
A cut in the sphere (shown in fig below), with sharp edges broken, eliminates the 
gluing/welding part. But looking in the AD-model it does not fulfill the FR1.2.2.2 “Allow 
microwaves to pass with even absorption.” Because the thickness is no longer uniform. 
 

 
Figure 74. A concept that did now work out since the cut would interefere with FR1.2.2.2 "Allow 
microwaves to pass with even absorption". 

Figure 72. By vibrating the material they "melt" 
in the contact areas.
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6.2.4 Linkages 

 
Figure 75. Arrows shows how the actuators work. (Linear) 
 
There are two linkages. They are, seen from below, attached at an 90 deg angle from each 
other. See picture 76.  
 

 
Figure 76. Circles shows positioning of the linkages. (90deg from each other) 
 
They do affect each other since they do not work independently. They are on the other 
hand not working against each other, which mean that they are decoupled. That doesn’t 
necessary have to be a bad thing, but it is of importance that the control system 
programmer, has to take this under consideration. 
 
The linkages used are linear using telescope function. Linear motors are attached which 
actively pushes the linkages up and down. Depending on the linear stroke, different 
antenna angles will be achieved. A kinematical study was made using Solid Works to 
verify the achievement of actuating ±60deg. Video (simulation) has been produced a 
supplement to this report. 
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Figure 77. Showing DPs of how to actuate the antenna. 

6.2.5 Joints 
The Gruebler formula helped analyzing the number of Degrees Of Freedom of the design. 
It is all though, a method which results has been discussed when analyzing 3D systems. 
Therefore a kinematical simulation was made using Solid Works to analyze the reliability 
of the design. 
 

 
Figure 78. Different types of joints. 
 

 
Figure 79. The Gruebler equation 
The linkages require special joints which handle +- 60 degrees. Those must be carefully 
chosen so they will be capable of meeting the desired motion requirements.  
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6.2.6 Plate 
The purpose of the plate is to be able to assemble the antenna outside the sphere. It is to 
ease the mounting process and to make it possible to test its function before inserting it. 

6.2.7 Ring 
The ring is rigidly welded on to the missiles inner frame. It is a stable surface on which 
the sphere is attached to by means of screws. 
 

6.3 Assembling the radar into the missile 
A suggestion on how to assemble the antenna into the missile: 

 Assemble Joints with linkages. 
 Connect upper U-joints to radar 
 Position Radar with joints inside sphere 
 Attach U-joint and R-joint to plate 
 Screw plate and sphere together 
 Remove radom from missile 
 Position sphere and plate on the ring welded on the frame. 
 Screw together sphere with ring from below. 

 
-  

6.4 Proof of no impact 
Solid works have a simulation feature where the angles +60 and – 60 degrees were 
simulated. A video has been prepared, as a supplement to this report. 
 
The linkages require special joints which handle ±60 degrees. Those must be carefully 
chosen.  
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7 Discussion 
This chapter is more of a dialog discussing the lack of input data and the necessary 
needed tests. 
 
There are more analyzes which need to be done before actually verifying that this is a 
genuinely working design. The lack of data/customer needs are many such as antenna 
density, the sphere has to be dimensioned for the maneuvers that today’s missiles are 
capable of making would, as well as material choice. 
 
The prestudy is finished and a brand new rotational mechanism has been designed. Now 
there is time for practical tests such as building a prototype, radar characteristics analyze, 
choosing specific joints and motors, electronic and friction analyzes. 
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8 Conclusion 
 
Design of a new radar positioning system has been achieved. The AD-design 
methodology shows that it is decoupled. At this level it satisfies all customer needs. Saab 
finds the design very interesting and is now discussing whether they should apply for a 
patent or not. 
 
Low microwave extinction factor 
The material in the sphere should preferable be the same as in the radome. Thermoplastic 
reinforced glass fiber would be better than Polyester, PE reinforced glass fiber because of 
environmental purposes and since Thermoplastic can be ultrasonic welded. That welding 
process would result in no floating material on the sphere’s inner low friction surface 
 
Even microwave extinction factor 
The microwaves get the same error in all angles since the thickness of the sphere is unifor 
in the entire field of view range. 
 
Low total weight.  
The sphere itself is light. The two motors are very tiny and light. The direct drive 
eliminates possible transmission weight. 
 
Low moment of inertia 
The moving masses are the disk, the MEMS and partly the cables. The links are with 
joints attached on the bottom side. The total mass is comparable low and the centre of 
geometry is positioned rather close to centre of rotation. Since I do not have the 
information of the geometry of the disk, I can only assume that the centre of gravity can 
be transferred to, or at least close, to the centre of rotation. 
 
Low power consumption 
Low moment of inertia leads to lower power consumption, which leads to longer battery 
lifetime. 
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Appendix A – Radar 
 
The antenna sends short electromagnetic pulsesvi with a certain frequencyvi. After each 
puls it evaluates the time it takes for the reflected part of the pulse to return. By 
evaluating the time it takes the computer can easily measure the distance and angle to the 
reflecting object, which in our case is the target. The speed of signal is the speed of light.  

2
*τcRange =  Where c is the speed of light, τ the time back and forth.  

 
The role for the computer is thereafter to make the antenna look straight at the target or 
precede different sweeping motions with the target still in range. There are different types 
of sweeping maneuvers, but those are irrelevant for this study. Data such as required 
rotational angle as well as magnitude of motion are given. Simplified we look at it as 
three different phases in time. Launched from boat, sweeping after targets and finally 
looking to the target until impact. Launching from boat requires high acceleration forces, 
so the antenna mounting must balance the antenna in a safe way to eliminate structural 
problems due to inertial loads.  

 
Figure 80. Launch of missile from ship. 
 
 
Tracking targets 
The performance of radar has several variables from which its quality can be judgedvi. 
These are just for informational purposes for this study. Radar performance according to 
Britannicavi: 
 
1. The largest distance at which it can detect a target of a required size. 
2. The accuracy of its measurement of target location in range and angle  
3. Its ability to distinguish one target from another,  
4. Ability to detect the desired target echo when masked by large clutter echoes, 
unintentional interfering signals from other “friendly” transmitters, or intentional 
radiation from hostile jamming  
5. Its ability to recognize the type of target that is sees. 
6.  Its availability (ability to operate when needed), reliability, and maintainability. Some 
of the major factors that affect performance are discussed in this section. 
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Appendix B 

 

 
 
 


